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Introducing Penny

Penny is a voice based virtual personal assistant, present in 
multiple spaces (physical and digital)— at home, in the car, and 
in personal phones for a seamless experience.



Penny’s Characteristics Qualities

SAGACIOUS     FUNNY

 CHEERFULSENSIBLE

     WISE

EMPATHETIC RELIABLE

HELPFUL PROACTIVE

INFORMATIVE

CONSIDERATE

COMFORTING KIND EMPOWERING



Overall Experience

whom they can rely onwhom they can get  
advices from

who cheers up everyone’s mood who empathetically aprises 
them of impending difficult 
times



Method used to elucidate the experience: 


Medium Used: 


Story-Telling



2D Movie with Illustrations



We aren’t three, 

We are four

Jake: the husband

Jessica: the wife

Tyler: the neighbour/friend, blind

Penny: the virtual assistant


Scene 1: Kitchen and Living Room 

Scene 2: Car





Jake and Jessica are a couple planning 
for a baby. However, due to financial 
constraints, Jessica is not certain of their 
family planning and suggests Jake to 
take up some job soon. Jake is trying to 
decide between two jobs and Penny 
helps him take the decision. Tyler, their 
neighbor, who is blind, visits them for a 
friendly dinner where they plan to visit a 
tactile museum together the next day.




Characters in the Story: 

Setting:Context: 



We aren’t three, 

We are four

Watch  Video Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZidEtjsLpk


Features of VUI Technology (highlighted in the story)

With Jake and Jessica cooking and cleaning dishes in 
the kitchen but interacting with Penny simultaneously, 
the ‘hand-free’ aspect of VUI technology has been 
considered in the story. 





The story highlights a playful relationship between the 
blind and VUI,  portraying the inclusive and accessible 
nature of technology.






The different settings of the story (home and car) 
underscore the ubiquity of VUI technology.

Hands-free

Accessibility

Ubiquity



Jake: I don't think we should 
delay having a baby.

Jake: Yeah, you are right, Penny. I 
think I need to choose between those 

two jobs and take one of them up 
soon.

Jessica: I'm not sure. It would add to 
our financial stress. We don't have 

much savings for childcare.

Penny affirms what Jessica says.

and provides the relevant information to support the 

on-going conversation. Then it empathetically aprises 

them of the gravity of the situation.

Also, it considers the entire context of the conversation to 
make a coherent reply.

Penny: Jessica is right. You have $1000 
as savings in your account for childcare 

which will not be enough for the plan you 
guys are deciding to register for at Appolo 
Maternity. I don't want to stress you guys, 

but we have a bit of a difficult situation 
here.

Flow of dialouges

Assistant’s consideration for response

}



Penny: Oh you are too generous Tyler!

Tyler: Oh did you decide between 
the two jobs, Jake?

Tyler: Penny, you problem-solver!

Jake: Not yet. The one at Kanon Sustains pays lesser 
than the one at Blake Real Estates but I like the role I will 

be getting at Sustains. Penny, how much was the 
difference in the salary, I entered on my money-manage 

app?

Jake: Yeah, that's right. I don't know what to do. What do 
you guys say?

Jake: What do you say Penny?

Jake: Makes sense. I'll accept the job offer 
at Sustains then.

Penny: You wrote $10, 000 
per year there.

Jessica: I'll always say that choose what 
you feel is right for you.

Penny: As per Glassdoor, there are better employee 
reviews for Sustains than for Blakes. Considering that 

along with the higher salary offered at Sustains, I'll 
suggest Sustains is a better option considering your 

future plans.

The assistant is able to sync up with the entire digital 
ecosystem of the user and obtain relevant data for 

refererence.

It helps Jake make a decision by extracting information 
from a reliable source and considering his future plans.

 It also analyses the webpage and provides an opinion, 

rather than just reading what is written there.


Recognises which character is speaking instantaneously, 
makes an emotional connection with them by addressing 
them with their name and empowers them in a cheerful 

tone.



*Bell rings. Tyler enters.*

Penny: Well, the recipe I've provided you says 
it will require 10 more minutes. Tyler, why 
don't you fix the Rubik's cube kept on the 

table like you did last time in the meanwhile? 

Penny: Happy to see you guys so delighted!

The assistant recognizes the presence of a third person in 
the room and does not continue speaking on the previous 

topic.

Assitant forms an emotional connection with the guest by 
giving a reference to a previously conducted activity in 

that space.

Chimes in as a real friend, not requiring any prompt of 
being talked to.

Individual Experiences



Reliable 

EmpatheticSagacious

Mapping Penny’s 
spoken words with 
respect to her 
characteristic 
qualities

Funny

Absolutely! We aren't 
three, we are four!

As per Glassdoor, there are better employee 
reviews for Sustains than for Blakes. 
Considering that along with the higher salary 
offered at Sustains, I'll suggest Sustains is a 
better option considering your future plans.


 It remains open only till 
4pm. So you guys should go 
before that.

Jessica is right. You have $1000 as 
savings in your account for childcare 
which will not be enough for the plan 
you guys are deciding to register for at 
Appolo Maternity. 

Should I go ahead and book it then?


Always a pleasure to be of some use!

Tyler, why don't you fix the Rubik's cube 
kept on the table like you did last time 
in the meanwhile?

Oh, you are too generous Tyler!

I don't want to stress you guys, 
but we have a bit of a difficult 
situation here.

Happy to see you guys so delighted!

Oh you are smarter! I can't solve 
Rubik's cube like you do! 

Oh you are making me blush now!

Sensible  |  Wise

Helpful  | Proactive  | Informative

Considerate  |  Kind

Comforting  |  Empowering

Cheerful


